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1 Wash, dry and iron fabric. You will need to cut out fabric on 
the straight grain of the fabric which runs in the direction of the 
threads in the weave, as shown in the photograph. 

 

 

 

2 Use a quilter’s ruler to measure out a strip 5” (127mm) wide, 
along the straight grain. Then use the ruler to cut along the strip, 
every 5” (127mm), so you end up with 5 x 5” (127 x 127mm) 
squares. 

 

3 For the square lap quilt, cut 11 squares of fabric A (grey 
print), 12 of  fabric B (solid cream), 10 of fabric C (grey print), 10 
of fabric D (cream print), 11 of  fabric E (grey print) and 10 of 
fabric F (cream print).                                                               
For the oblong cot quilt, cut 12 squares of fabric A (grey print), 
11 of fabric B (solid cream), 11 of fabric C (grey print), 9 of    
fabric D (cream print), 11 of  fabric E (grey print) and 9 of fabric 
F (cream print). 

 
 
 
See diagrams on inside front cover. 

4 Take the first square from the top left of the diagram and turn 
it to the wrong side (the unprinted side). Using a quilter’s ruler 

mark a line down one side, ¼” (6mm) in from the edge, using a 
fade-away or water-erasable pen. 

 

5 Place the second square (from top left of first row of diagram) 
right sides together with the first square (put the printed sides to 
the inside). Pin the two squares together, making sure the 
marked square is on top. Insert the pins at right angles as 
shown in the photo. Stitch the squares together, following the 
line you marked, removing the pins before the machine foot 
reaches them. 
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